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Sir

I am finding it extremely difficult to comprehend why on earth our local council would even consider a plan to build a road
through a community woodland which is used all day, every day by an extremely large amount of people! With national
governments recommending everyone takes regular exercise here we have our local one basically paying no respect to these
various groups, sports organisations, dog walkers, children and individuals who use the policies. I personally use the policies
twice a day, every day, have done for the last 14 years and not once have I not met anyone! These are real people we are
talking about, parents who take kids for walks, pensioners out for a daily walk, walking groups, running groups, cycling groups,



dog walkers all using this land because it is a safe place!! These people do not/will not/cannot travel to take their exercise which
is so important to their physical and mental health and yet our local council, who I was always lead to believe were there to look
after their constituents are proposing to take this area away from them.
Yes, you may say there will still be green space but do you really think mums with toddlers, old age pensioners, kids learning
bikes etc etc will use this with a road alongside obviously with cars, lorrys, vans speeding past them??? And for a lot of these
people even 20mph is speeding!!! 
I would like to suggest that whoever reerected these plans from years ago go back in time and study why planning was refused
then, these reasons still stand today only more so!

Yours faithfully 
Kathleen Miller
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